Mrs Hoogie's F-1

The last few weeks saw us celebrate book week and enjoy the Tempest puppet performance, so to continue the excitement and momentum we jumped into ‘fun maths’ which included practicing our measuring skills through the making and testing of whirly birds and paper aeroplanes. We also shared starburst lollies into equal groups and counted rows in arrays including in blocks of chocolates!

In English we have been focusing on asking questions to maintain meaning while reading. We have also been practicing using punctuation such as talking marks and question marks when writing.

In our Inquiry studies we have extended concepts related around Australian history, it’s people and the changing environment. One of the activities that highlighted the need to care for the environment was a story about Tommy the turtle who travelled down a river and encountered various types of pollution that entered the river. The students played an active role in the story by tipping pollutants into the water.

Students also learnt how to use Microsoft Publisher to produce posters to promote the recent movie night.